Biological imaging for individualized therapy in radiation oncology: part I physical and technical aspects.
Recently, there has been an increase in the imaging modalities available for radiotherapy planning and radiotherapy prognostic outcome: dual energy computed tomography (CT), dynamic contrast enhanced CT, dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), diffusion-weighted MRI, positron emission tomography-CT, dynamic contrast enhanced ultrasound, MR spectroscopy and positron emission tomography-MR. These techniques enable more precise gross tumor volume definition than CT alone and moreover allow subvolumes within the gross tumor volume to be defined which may be given a boost dose or an individual voxelized dose prescription may be derived. With increased plan complexity care must be taken to immobilize the patient in an accurate and reproducible manner. Moreover the physical and technical limitations of the entire treatment planning chain need to be well characterized and understood, interdisciplinary collaboration ameliorated (physicians and physicists within nuclear medicine, radiology and radiotherapy) and image protocols standardized.